Key Points

- The law recognizes two types of child witness competency: basic competency and truth–lie competency. Jurisdictions vary in the extent to which they require that children demonstrate these competencies before being allowed to testify.
- Basic competency, which concerns the child’s ability to perceive, remember and communicate, can be demonstrated by eliciting a child’s report of a recent event.
- Truth–lie competency, which concerns the child’s understanding of the difference between truth and lies and the importance of telling the truth, can be demonstrated by asking the child whether simple statements are the truth, and by asking the child to promise to tell the truth.
- Tests of children’s truth–lie competency do not predict honesty, but eliciting a child’s promise to tell the truth does increase honesty.
In the courts, questions about the competency of child witnesses may arise in two respects. A child’s competency at trial affects whether she will be allowed to testify. Because of the rules regarding the admissibility of hearsay, a child’s competency during a pre-trial interview may affect the admissibility of her interview statements at trial. For these reasons, both attorneys and forensic interviewers are interested in how competency can best be assessed.

Witness competency is often said to include the capacity to observe, remember, communicate and to tell the truth (Hoyano & Keenan, 2007). The first three capacities can be thought of as basic competency. Many jurisdictions have eliminated specific requirements of basic competency. Nevertheless, rules requiring that evidence be relevant essentially establish a minimum level of basic competency, and therefore children are sometimes questioned about their ability to observe, remember, and communicate. The ability to tell the truth can be called truth-lie competency. Truth-lie competency is still popular in many courts, because witnesses are expected to testify under oath, and questions about truth-lie competency test whether a child understands the meaning of the oath. Therefore, children are often asked about their understanding of the truth and lies.

This chapter surveys both psychology and law. Based on what psychology teaches and what the law requires, it recommends approaches for both attorneys questioning child witnesses in court and interviewers questioning children before trial. Necessarily, compromises must be made, and what seems most sensible to psychologists must often be trumped by the requirements of the law. Nevertheless, understanding both psychology and law enables practitioners to avoid needless mistakes; many common practices are ill-informed by assumptions that psychologists make about the law and vice versa.

This chapter recommends practices for both eliciting testimony at trial and questioning before trial. At trial, a good rapport-building device — asking the child to narrate a recent event — doubles as a test of basic competency, and is therefore highly recommended. It is also extremely useful in pre-trial interviews. With respect to truth-lie competency, questions about truth and lies have little intrinsic value; they do not predict honesty, and they are not a foolproof means of determining what the child actually knows about the truth and lies. Truth-lie questions are not recommended unless they are legally required. The same recommendation applies to pre-trial interviews. On the other hand, there are good reasons for asking children to promise to tell the truth. Research has found that eliciting a promise to tell the truth from children increases honesty.
BASIC COMPETENCY: PERCEPTION, MEMORY, AND NARRATION

There are several reasons why one might reject any inquiry into a child's basic competency. First, an appreciation of a child's ability to perceive, remember, and communicate is arguably best obtained by letting the child testify. The proof is in the pudding. Recommending this approach, the renowned American evidence scholar, John Henry Wigmore, argued, 'the effort to measure a priori the degrees of trustworthiness in children's statements, and to distinguish the point at which they cease to be totally incredible and acquire suddenly some degree of credibility, is futile and unprofitable' (Wigmore, 1904, p. 640). New Zealand and Scotland have explicitly rejected any preliminary inquiry into a child witness's competency by the court (Hoyano & Keenan, 2007).

On the other hand, there are reasons why some preliminary assessment of basic competency is likely. Even without competency requirements, there are legal restrictions on witness testimony. The rule of relevance requires that evidence has some tendency to prove what it is intended to prove. The rule of prejudice states that relevant evidence may nevertheless be excluded if its evidentiary value is outweighed by the likelihood that the evidence will be misused or unfairly weighed by the fact finder. (The fact finder is either the judge or the jury, depending on the type of trial.) For example, in the United States, the Federal Rules of Evidence state that '[e]very person is competent to be a witness except as otherwise provided in these rules', and the advisory committee who drafted the rules emphasize that '[a] witness wholly without capacity is difficult to imagine' (Federal Rules of Evidence, 2010). Forty-two of the 50 states in the United States have adopted evidence codes very similar to the federal rules (Mueller & Kirkpatrick, 2009) and the 'every person is competent' language is quite common (National Center for the Prosecution of Child Abuse, 2009). Nevertheless, one often still encounters some preliminary inquiries of child witnesses, and the justification for those inquiries is that if a child is unintelligible, or otherwise incapable of answering questions, his or her testimony is of little or no relevance, and may simply have prejudicial effect (Lyon, 2000). Some believe that any testimony from a child, no matter how incoherent or inconsistent, will help the party who presents the child's testimony. Jurors' sympathies with a child (and, possibly, their anger at any attempts to cross-examine the child) might create prejudice. And even if this were not so, attorneys are quite adept at communicating their theory of the case through questions, regardless of the answers. The best argument against allowing the child's testimony to 'speak for itself' is that any declaration of irrelevance after a child's testimony
comes too late. If the case is tried before a jury, and the judge concludes that the child's testimony was irrelevant and prejudicial, the judge must provide the awkward instruction that the jury should disregard what they just heard. This type of instruction has been analogized to throwing a skunk into the jury box and telling the jury to ignore the smell (Dunn v. United States, 1962).

Because of concerns regarding relevance and prejudice, many countries allow for limited inquiry into child witnesses' competency. The child must be capable of understanding and answering questions (Hoyano & Keenan, 2007, discussing the United Kingdom, Canada, and both the federal system and the provinces/states in Australia).

Can psychologists provide any guidance into the questions that should be asked? Developmental psychologists specialize in mapping children's growing abilities to observe, remember and communicate, and one might expect researchers to have developed standardized tests to measure these abilities. However, there are good reasons for doubting the validity of any preliminary assessments of children's testimonial competency. Tests are inherently limited by the fact that a child's capacities in response to a test is at best an imperfect measure of her capacities with respect to the subject of her testimony.

Some researchers have developed tests for children's suggestibility (Candel, Merckelbach, & Muris, 2000; Endres, Poggenpohl, & Erben, 1999; Finnilä, Mahlberga, Santtilaa, & Niemib, 2003; Scullin & Ceci, 2001), and one might turn to these for assistance in assessing a child's competency. However, suggestibility assessments present their own difficulties. A child's suggestibility determines how well (or how poorly) the child responds to suggestive questioning, and not whether the child is capable of providing relevant testimony. If a child has not been subjected to highly suggestive questioning before testifying, and is not subjected to suggestive questioning in the case-in-chief, the child's suggestibility is of little relevance to basic competency. Even if suggestive influences are proven, the tests are designed to identify children along a continuum of suggestibility, rather than to distinguish between competent and incompetent. Any performance above chance would constitute relevant evidence (Lyon & Koehler, 1996). Finally, the scales are of limited validity; for example, the age range within which they predict performance is often quite narrow (Melinder, Scullin, Gravvold, & Iverson, 2007; Scullin, Kanaya, & Ceci, 2002).

A good solution is to look to research on interviewing, and to borrow a technique originally designed to build rapport and increase the productivity of children's reports: narrative practice. The interviewer begins by asking the child questions about her interests ('Tell us about things you like to do'), and then asks the child witness to narrate a
recent innocuous event (e.g., 'Tell us about your last birthday. Tell us everything that happened, from the beginning to the end'). The child's responses can establish basic competency, and will provide additional benefits as well. Preliminary questions about innocuous topics in court would allow the child witness to acclimate herself to the courtroom and to relax before the topic of interest is introduced. Through a series of open-ended questions asking the child to elaborate on her narrative (e.g., 'You said you hit a piñata. Tell us what happened next' or 'You said you played in a bouncy. Tell us about playing in the bouncy'), the attorney could accustom the child to provide a chronological narrative without the need for leading or closed-ended questions. Research has established that narrative practice in interviews increases the productivity of children's abuse disclosures (Hershkowitz, 2009; Sternberg et al., 1997), with no evidence of impaired accuracy (Roberts, Lamb, & Sternberg, 2004).

TRUTH–LIE COMPETENCY: SINCERITY

Psychologists are likely to be surprised at the emphasis that the law places on the dangers of insincerity, particularly in the case of young children. Surely the dangers of the youngest witnesses have to do with errors in memory or the influence of adults rather than deliberate falsehoods. Nevertheless, in many jurisdictions witnesses are expected to affirm in some manner that they will tell the truth, typically by taking the oath, and a common concern is that child witnesses may be too young to meaningfully understand what they are asked to do. Because of these concerns, child witnesses are more often asked about their understanding of the meaning and morality of lying than about their understanding and ability to answer questions more generally.

The seriousness with which the law treats children's truth–lie competency can be placed on a continuum. At its most strict, the law mandates that all witnesses take a formal oath, and requires that child witnesses understand the 'danger and impiety of falsehoods' in order to qualify as testimonially competent (R. v. Brasier, 1779). ‘Danger and impiety’ suggests an understanding of both earthly punishment for perjury and additional punishment in the hereafter. At its most liberal, the law abandons both the oath and any tests for truth–lie competency for child witnesses. Examination of the courts in the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Scotland, and Canada reveals a wide diversity of approaches.

The United States probably ranks first with respect to the rigors of truth–lie competency: some form of oath or affirmation is
near-universally required, and truth–lie competency inquiries are still very common. This may come as a surprise. Psychology commentators have asserted that courts in the United States have eliminated all competency inquiries (Bruck, Ceci, & Hembrooke, 1998; Goodman & Reed, 1986). Commentators sometime make reference to a federal law that allows for ‘competency examinations’ only upon written motion and a demonstration of ‘compelling reasons’ (18 U.S.C. 3509(c)(2)(4) (1999)). However, a federal court interpreting the law held that preliminary questioning of child witnesses regarding their understanding of the oath does not constitute a ‘competency examination’ (United States v. Allen J., 1997).

The reason for the confusion is that commentators fail to distinguish between basic competency and truth–lie competency. The reader will recall that Federal Rule of Evidence 601 states that all witnesses are competent. At the same time, Federal Rule of Evidence 603 requires that ‘before testifying, every witness shall be required to declare that the witness will testify truthfully, by oath or affirmation administered in a form calculated to awaken the witness’ conscience and impress the witness’ mind with the duty to do so’ (Federal Rules of Evidence, 2010). The language of Rule 603 does not necessitate a preliminary inquiry into the witness’s understanding of the meaning of the truth and his/her duty to tell it, but it is routinely used as a justification for such an inquiry. The reader will also recall that most states in the United States have modelled their evidence codes after the Federal Rules, and states that have done so also have a Rule 603. Furthermore, 15 states have explicit provisions in their competency statutes that statutorily require understanding of duty to tell the truth (or at least the capacity to testify truthfully; National Center for the Prosecution of Child Abuse, 2009).

Provisions for unsworn testimony are quite rare. Because of the allowance in Rule 603 for an ‘affirmation’, witnesses need not take a formal oath, but they must at least signal their intention to tell the truth. I am aware of only two states in which unsworn testimony is allowed, by statute in Florida (1999) and New York (1999). In Florida, child witnesses are nevertheless expected to ‘understand...the duty to tell the truth or the duty not to lie.’ One US Federal Court of Appeals has even concluded that some form of the oath, and in turn some demonstration of competency to take the oath, is required by the Constitution (Haliym v. Mitchell, 2007; but see Walters v. McCormick, 1997, for the opposite view from a different Court of Appeal).

The US Supreme Court has not decided whether some form of the oath is required of all witnesses. However, it has increased the
significance of children’s truth–lie competency through a series of cases involving defendant’s confrontation rights against the admissibility of certain types of hearsay. The Court has held that ‘testimonial’ hearsay is inadmissible against a criminal defendant unless that defendant is given the opportunity to cross-examine the hearsay declarant (the person who made the hearsay statement) (Crawford v. Washington, 2004). ‘Testimonial’ hearsay includes most statements to the police. In a number of cases, criminal convictions have been overturned because a child witness failed to qualify as competent, and his/her testimonial hearsay was admitted against the defendant (e.g., State v. Hooper, 2007; State v. Henderson, 2007). The legal justification for reversing the convictions was not that the child’s hearsay was inaccurate, but that the defendant’s constitutional right to cross-examine the child was denied when the child failed to qualify.

Jurisdictions in Australia vary somewhat in their requirements (Evidence Act, 1906 (Western Australia); Evidence Act, 1929 (South Australia); Evidence Act, 1977 (Queensland); Evidence Act, 1995 (Commonwealth of Australia); Evidence Act, 2001 (Tasmania); Evidence Act, 2008 (Victoria); Evidence Act, 1995 (New South Wales)). All jurisdictions require that any witness taking the oath must understand his/her obligations to tell the truth, which entails an understanding of the meaning and special importance of telling the truth in court (e.g., R. v. Climas, 1999 (South Australia)). All jurisdictions allow for unsworn testimony if a witness is incompetent to take the oath. However, in two jurisdictions (South Australia and) children testifying unsworn must nevertheless understand the difference between the truth and lies, and must affirm that they ‘will not tell lies.’

The United Kingdom has gradually liberalized the rules with respect to child witnesses, and has virtually abolished truth–lie competency requirements in the criminal courts. By 1991, the law required that testimony by children under 14 years of age be unsworn, and by 1999, the only requirement for unsworn testimony was that the witness understand questions and be capable of giving understandable answers (Hoyano & Keenan, 2007). Curiously, the law with respect to civil cases (including family law and child protection proceedings) is more strict, retaining the requirement that even children testifying unsworn must demonstrate that they understand the importance of telling the truth (Hoyano & Keenan, 2007).

Perhaps the most liberal approaches toward allowing children to testify without a demonstration of truth–lie competency have been adopted by Scotland and Canada. Scotland barred any inquiry into children’s understanding of truth and lies in 2004 (Bala, Lee,
Lindsay, & Talwar, 2010). In 2005, Canada adopted a similar ban, and all children under 14 are asked to promise to tell the truth rather than administered a formal oath (Bala, Evans, & Bala, 2010).

The justification for the change in law in Canada was that there is little or no relation between children's understanding of truth and lies and their honesty (Bala et al., 2010). There is substantial empirical evidence supporting this claim. Several studies have found that children's eyewitness performance is not related to their understanding of truth and lies (Feben, 1985; Goodman, Aman, & Hirshman, 1987; London & Nunez, 2002; Pipe & Wilson, 1994; Talwar, Lee, Bala, & Lindsay, 2002). When research does find a relation between performance and children's understanding, it is in contexts in which children may be motivated to make deliberately false reports and are then urged to tell the truth or asked to promise to do so (Lyon & Dorado, 2008; Lyon, Malloy, Quas, & Talwar, 2008; Talwar, Lee, Bala, & Lindsay, 2004). This suggests that the efficacy of 'I promise to tell the truth' depends to some extent on the child's comprehension of 'truth'; it does not mean that there is a general relation between understanding of truth and lies and honesty. And even in this context, one should not assume that an apparent failure to comprehend the meaning and morality of truth and lies justifies an assumption that a promise to tell the truth is ineffective. Lyon et al. (2008) found that children who failed to perform well on a truth–lie understanding task were nevertheless more honest after promising to tell the truth. The probable reason for this finding is that comprehension tasks likely underestimate what children understand.

The difficulty of accurately assessing children's understanding of the truth and lies provides another argument against competency inquiries. Competency questions are likely to confound children for reasons unrelated to their actual understanding of the meaning and importance of truth-telling. Children are much better at identifying statements as truth or lie than they are at providing even the simplest definitions of 'truth' and 'lie' (such as 'a lie is not the truth') or explaining the difference between the words (Lyon & Saywitz, 1999). Children who are quite adept at assessing whether statements are the truth or not may fail to identify false statements as lies (Lyon, Carrick, & Quas, 2010). They appear reluctant to label false statements lies, because of their awareness of the badness of lying. Children are better able to explain the negative consequences of lying when presented with a hypothetical child than when asked what would happen to themselves if they lied (Lyon, Saywitz, Kaplan, & Dorado, 2001). Young children appear to treat hypothetical questions ('What would happen to you if you lied?') as suggestions, and, again because of their acute
awareness of the badness of lying, reject the premises rather than entertain the hypothetical outcomes. Even 2-year-olds adhere to a principle that one ought to say true things – they reliably reject statements that are clearly false (Hummer, Wimmer, & Antes, 1993; Pea, 1982) – well before they are able to articulate an understanding of the concept ‘true statement’ and ‘false statement’ (T.D. Lyon, N. Carrick, & J.A. Quas, manuscript in preparation).

It is fair to conclude that an interviewer’s assessment of a child’s understanding of truth or lie has virtually no value in assessing the child’s honesty, and is likely to make matters worse. Indeed, recent research suggests that children with an incipient understanding of truth and lies are better able to make false statements (B. Ahern, T.D. Lyon, & J.A. Quas, manuscript in preparation). In other words, it is more difficult for the child who does not know the difference between ‘truth’ and ‘lie’ to tell a lie. This finding should not be surprising, because both the understanding of truth and lies and the ability to lie are related to children’s cognitive development. Indeed, adults are probably the best liars, and they are of course quite capable of defining truth and lie.

If inquiries into a child’s comprehension of truth and lies are not justified at the time the child testifies at trial, there is even less justification for such inquiries in investigative or other pre-trial interviews. Forensic interviewers primarily ask children truth–lie competency questions for two reasons:

1. To determine if the child will qualify as competent at trial, and
2. To increase the likelihood that the interview with the child will be admissible at trial under exceptions to the rule against hearsay.

Neither of these reasons is compelling.

The first justification is obviously undermined in jurisdictions that have abolished inquiries into truth–lie understanding at trial. A child who fails truth–lie questions but who is capable of understanding and intelligibly responding to questions of relevance to the case will qualify as competent in many courts. Truth–lie inquiries are of questionable value even in jurisdictions that retain competency requirements at trial. Given the long delays between investigation and trial and young children’s rapid development, young children are quite likely to acquire truth–lie understanding between the time they are first interviewed and the time they testify.

The second justification – that truth–lie competency is a prerequisite for the admissibility of hearsay – is overstated. I am aware of no jurisdictions in which truth–lie competency is a necessary precondition
for hearsay to be admitted (Hoyano & Keenan, 2007; Myers, 2005). Courts will sometimes cite truth–lie competency as a factor to be considered in assessing the reliability of children's statements (Myers, 2005), but as the research clearly documents, this is unwarranted. The use of truth–lie questions in interviews will unjustifiably undermine the credibility of children who fail the questions, and unjustifiably bolster the credibility of children who succeed. It also creates the impression that the interviewer (and, if the interviewer is working for law enforcement or social services, the state) believes that the inquiry has some value in assessing the child's story.

Truth–lie questions are quite common in forensic interviews. Studies of forensic interviewing have found large percentages asking about truth–lies in the United States (Huffman, Warren, & Larson, 1999; Sternberg, Lamb, Orbach, Esplin, & Mitchell, 2001; Walker & Hunt, 1998); the United Kingdom (Westcott & Kynan, 2006); New Zealand (Davies & Seymour, 1998); and Scotland (La Rooy, Lamb, & Memon, in press).

One would expect that with the liberalization of truth–lie competency requirements, the use of truth–lie questions in forensic interviews would diminish. However, there is little evidence that this is occurring. To a large extent, psychologists who recommend such questions assume some sort of legal need, and legal experts who recommend such questions assume psychological validity. As we shall see, both types of professional are somewhat misinformed. It is rather like the couple who go to a less preferred show, each attempting to please the other.

First, practitioners are likely influenced by practice guides that incorporated truth–lie discussions into their recommendations. For example, Poole and Lamb (1998) recommend a truth–lie discussion, and inquiry into children's understanding is part of the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) structured interview (Lamb, Hershkowitz, Orbach, & Esplin, 2008). What may be overlooked is that the recommendations were based on legal and not psychological considerations. Poole and Lamb (1998) emphasized that there is no empirical support for the use of the discussions as a key to accuracy, and recommended the questions only because 'such conversations are currently considered satisfactory demonstrations in jurisdictions that require explicit discussions of the truth' (p. 125). Similarly, the NICHD protocol incorporated truth–lie questions at the behest of law enforcement, and modification of those questions 'would not do violence to the Protocol' (Lyon, Lamb, & Myers, 2009, p. 73).

and the Scottish Executive (Richards, Morris, & Richards, 2008) recommend that investigative interviewers continue to inquire into children’s understanding of the meaning and importance of truth and lies. The purported justification is that the truth–lie discussion remains relevant for assessing the likelihood that the child was telling the truth. The reader will recall that questions regarding children’s basic competency are justified by the courts as much by rules of relevance and prejudice as on competency requirements. The reasoning underlying retention of truth–lie questions is analogous. Hence, the Home Office (2001) suggests retaining the truth–lie inquiry on the grounds that ‘admissibility of the statements may be of very little weight, and their admissibility prejudicial to the defendant’ (p. 13). Similarly, the Scottish Executive warns that ‘the court will still have to make a judgement of the witness’s truthfulness and reliability, therefore any interview should still clarify, in age appropriate ways, the witness’s level of understanding. This exploration will assist the court in determining issues of credibility and reliability’ (Richards et al., 2008, quoting Scottish Executive, p. 21).

These recommendations are puzzling, in so far as the justification for abolishing inquiries into children’s truth–lie understanding is that their answers fail to correlate with their honesty. If a child’s failure to answer truth–lie questions is not a basis for deeming her incompetent, it is no better basis for deeming her statements irrelevant or prejudicial. Even in those cases where there is some relation exists between accuracy and understanding (when the child has promised to tell the truth but does not know the meaning of the word ‘truth’), the relation is imperfect and likely to be overstated. That is, truth–lie questions are themselves objectionable as of little relevance and likely prejudicial.

Third, interviewers might argue that although the prosecution may avoid truth–lie questions, the defence may insist on their right to do so, and the defence naturally has little inclination (and perhaps limited ability) to ask age-appropriate questions. Although Canadian law now prohibits questions about children’s truth–lie understanding, a Canadian appellate court has held that these issues may still be inquired into on cross-examination (Bala et al., 2010). Review of criminal court transcripts in the United States suggests that defence attorneys do indeed capitalize on children’s difficulty with certain types of truth–lie questions (such as children’s tendency to respond ‘no’ when asked ‘Have you ever told a lie?’) (A. Evans & T.D. Lyon, manuscript in preparation). However, prosecutors can object to defence attorneys’ truth–lie questions as irrelevant and prejudicial, because they have little or no relation to honesty and they are likely to mislead the jury (Dufraimont, 2007).
Finally, there exists the concern that children's understanding should be demonstrated, because otherwise juries will be skeptical of unsworn child witnesses. Hoyano and Keenan (2007) warn that:

Jurors will not have to be particularly astute to notice that they have not been sworn to tell the truth, and may infer that their testimony is devalued by the criminal justice system. It is natural for jurors to want to be satisfied that the child can distinguish between truth and falsehood, and does understand the importance of telling the truth, given the implications for the accused (p. 604).

However, it would be preferable to ask the child witness to promise to tell the truth than to inquire into the child's apparent understanding of the truth and lies. Research has demonstrated that eliciting an age-appropriate oath from children (such as 'Do you promise that you will tell the truth?') increases children's honesty (Lyon & Dorado, 2008; Lyon, Malloy, Quas, & Talwar, 2008; Talwar, Lee, Bala, & Lindsay, 2002, 2004), even among children who fail truth-lie competency tasks (Lyon et al., 2008). The fact that the court no longer elicits an oath does not prevent the attorney presenting the child witness from eliciting a promise.

When it is legally necessary to inquire into children's understanding, the most sensitive means of assessing young children's understanding is by asking the child to identify whether accurate and inaccurate statements uttered by a story child are the truth or not the truth (see Figure 4.1, stimuli from Lyon, Carrick, & Quas, 2010). In the depicted example, the interviewer shows the child the picture, and first points at the truck, asking 'What is this?' When the child responds 'truck', the interviewer says 'OK, that's a truck. This girl (pointing to the girl) looks at the truck and says "that's a plane".' The interviewer then asks the child 'Did the girl tell the truth?'

For the very young child who has not clearly acquired an articulable concept of 'truth', interviewers can ask the child to accept or reject a false label. In the previous example, the interviewer could omit the question 'Did the girl tell the truth?' Instead, the interviewer would point at the truck and ask 'Is that a plane?' As noted above, children evince a tendency to reject false statements by 2 years of age (Hummer et al., 1993; Pea, 1982), and most children acquire a basic understanding of 'truth' before their fourth birthday (Lyon, Carrick, & Quas, manuscript in preparation); of course, children with language delays are likely to lag somewhat (Lyon, Carrick, & Quas, 2010).

A task this simple has a number of advantages. Children's potential reluctance to call statements lies is avoided by only asking about truth.
Figure 4.1  Task for asking children about the meaning of ‘truth’ (Lyon, Carrick, & Quas, 2010, manuscript in preparation).

The statements are uttered by a story child rather than the adult questioner or the child herself, which reduces reluctance to challenge an adult or to acknowledge making false statements. Issues of intent and wrongdoing are also avoided. For reasons that are not fully explained, commentators have sometimes urged that the truth–lie questions focus on lies about wrongdoing that are intended to deceive (Home Office, 2001; Hoyano & Keenan, 2007; McCarron, Ridgway, & Williams, 2004). The problem is that adding information about either wrongdoing or speaker intent complicates the scenarios and potentially misleads children (Aldridge & Wood, 1998; Lyon, Carrick, & Quas, 2010). Hoyano and Keenan (2007) argue that if the false statements are obviously false, children will not take the interview seriously, but this conflates the purpose of the truth–lie questions with the purpose of a promise to tell the truth; the former simply tests the child's understanding of the word ‘truth’, and the latter is what communicates the seriousness of the interview.
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, this review of competency requirements suggests that interviewers and attorneys can elicit a narrative of an innocuous event during rapport-building as a means of establishing children's basic competency: their ability to perceive, remember, and communicate. Interviewers need not ask children truth–lie competency questions, but can profitably elicit a promise to tell the truth. When a legal requirement forces examination of young children's truth–lie understanding, the most sensitive approach entails asking the child whether statements are the truth, and eliciting a promise from the child that she will tell the truth. Competency requirements should not serve as a bar to the admissibility of relevant evidence from children.
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